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1 Introduction

Utilisation of energy, especially combustion of fossil fuels, is an important source of envi-

ronmental pollution. The increasing concern about global warming (the greenhouse effect),

partly caused by increased emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) which is the single most signif-

icant man-made greenhouse gas, has led to a large number of studies of how to curb further

increase in these emissions and of the corresponding costs of imposing different means. One
of the most common policy prescriptions for slowing greenhouse gas emissions is a carbon

tax. This is a tax on fossil fuels in proportion to the amount of atmospheric carbon dioxide

that is released when they are burned. Nordhaus (1993), Poterba (1993) and Jorgenson

and Wilcoxen (1993) give an overview of the recent studies. Since the greenhouse effect is

a global problem and the different countries' shares of greenhouse gas emissions are small,

the most efficient way to reduce the emissions will be to make a miiltilateral agreement on

a level of an international carbon tax. Nordhaus (1993) and Poterba (1993) discuss the

optimal tax level.

Whether the carbon tax is unilateral or a result of a multilateral agreement on an inter-

national carbon tax to curb global emissions of CO2, is important for a petroleum producing

economy. According to Oliveira Martins et al (1992) an international carbon tax is likely to

have the following effects on the world economy; a general recession will reduce the produc-

ers' oil price, the international price level will increase and international economic growth

will be slower. Substitution from coal based to natural gas based electricity production due

to lower carbon content in gas, can increase the demand for natural gas and the gas price

may increase. But both EGON (1990) and Ingham et al (1993) argue that the demand

for natural gas also will fall following a carbon tax, inducing a fall in the price of natural

gas. Rosendahl (1994) shows that the reduction in the Norwegian petroleum wealth can be

substantial following an international carbon tax.

Carbon taxes will in addition to short term effects on prices and costs, also have long

term welfare effects through changing the rate of capital accumulation and economic growth.

Hence, the suitable model framework is intertemporal general equilibrium models which gen-

erate optimal consumption-savings path. This paper presents an aggregate general equlib-

rium model to analyse the effects of a carbon tax on the stock of capital and welfare. The

model pictures a small open, oil and gas producing economy with differentiated products,

see Bye and Holmoy (1992). Intertemporally optimising producers and consumers have

perfect foresight. A unilateral carbon tax will affect the price of fossil fuels and hence the

price path of the optimal consumption bundle. Furthermore, the tax will increase the costs

of producing capital goods, thereby changing the rate of capital accumulation and welfare.

An international carbon tax will in addition affect the world markets for fossil fuels, having

consequences for the petroleum revenue. In this paper we assume that a fall in the pro-

ducers' oil price does not outweigh the tax such that the domestic purchaser price of fossil

fuels increates, and the increase is relatively higher than the increase in the price on other

competing imports due to lower carbon content in this commodity. As discussed in Oliveira
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Martins et al (1992) the terms of trade gain is smaller for fossil fuels producing countries
since the world market price of fossil fuels is reduced with an international tax. It turns
out that a higher terms of trade gain may make the implementation of a unilateral carbon

tax more beneficial for a petroleum producing economy. Any benefits for the country from
lower global warming are not taken into consideration in the analysis.

As in Okuyama and Turnovsky (1994) the model is a dynamic equilibrium model, but
the focus is on the long run solution, although the dynamic path of the economy is char-

acterised. The dimensionality of the model makes it too complex for an analytical closed

form description of the dynamics. The long run effects on the steady state equilibrium are
analysed. In general the total effect on welfare of a tax change depends on the efficiency

loss generated by the substitution effects of the tax rate change, and the income effects

from changes in terms of trade. The analysis belongs to the literature of taxation in open

economies surveyed by Dixit (1985) in a static framework.

Solving numerical disaggregated general equilibrium models with perfect foresight has

been until recently quite difficult, such that most of the studies measuring the costs of reduc-

ing CO2-emissions have used a model framework without intertemporal optimisation and

hence no optimal consumption-savings path. Dean and Hoeller (1992) compare the costs

of reducing CO2 -emissions in six global models where the only intertemporal optimisation

model is the GLOBAL 2100 model, Manne (1992). Brendemoen and Vennemo (1994) anal-

yse the effects on the Norwegian economy of an international carbon tax, using a numerical

disaggregated general equilibrium model without any optimal consumption-savings choice.

Hikonsen and Mathisen (1994) study how the costs of reducing CO2-emissions depend on

the model specification and the redistribution of the tax revenue, using a static general

equilibrium model for Norway with constant stock of real capital. Jorgenson and Wilcoxen

(1993) use a numerical disaggregated general equilibrium model with intertemporally opti-

mising agents to analyse the costs of reducing CO2-emissions for the US. A common result

from these studies is that implementing a carbon tax has costs as lower GDP growth and

reduced consumption.

Since global warming is a world issue and a small country's contribution to total global

emissions of CO2 is negligible, most of the existing studies (Dean and Hoeller (1992), Manne

(1992) and Brendemoen and Vennemo (1994)) consider an international carbon tax. But

there are some arguments which can justify the implementation of a unilateral carbon tax.

There are locally beneficial pollution effects and possibly lower traffic congestion following

an introduction of a carbon tax, see Brendemoen and Vennemo (1994) and Haonsen and

Mathisen (1994). It is also possible to reduce existing distortionary taxes when implementing

efficient environmental taxes, see e.g. Goulder (1994) and Haonsen and Mathisen (1994).

The assumption of a positive terms of trade effect for a small open economy being

initiated by product differentiation, deserves a comment. A vast literature on trade and

imperfect competition identifies structures generating monopolistic competition and market

power, see e.g. Helpman and Krugman (1985). The size of the country is not necessarily
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relevant for this structure to be an equilibrium characteristics. Norman (1990) criticises the
Armington approach as an approximation for oligopolistic structures and product differen-

tiation at the firm level. On the other hand, econometric work at an aggregate industry

level often end up with surprisingly small trade elasticities, see e.g. Lindquist (1993) for a
recent econometric study of Norwegian industries export behaviour.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the structure

of the model. In Section 3 long term effects of a tax on fossil fuels are discussed, and the

differences between a unilateral and an international carbon tax are made precise. The

transitional dynamics are also described. Section 4 summarises the main findings.

2 The model framework

2.1 Technology and preferences

Except for the presence of the carbon tax, the model is identical to the one analysed in

Bye and Holmoy (1992). The economy is using two goods which are both used as capital

input by the firms and consumed by the households. Good 1 is a composite good of a

domestic and a foreign variety which are imperfect substitutes for each other. The domestic

and the foreign varieties compete both on the domestic and on the world market. Good

2, fossil fuels, is supplied by imports only. The petroleum revenue is assumed to be exoge-

nous which can be justified by the assumption that all domestic oil and gas production is

exported at given world market prices and the production is too small to have any effects

on these markets for fossil fuels. All firms have identical linearly homogeneous technology

and all households have identical homothetic preferences. The structure of technology and

preferences is assumed to be separable so that the two goods enter both the production

function and the utility function through a macro commodity. The household preferences

and the production technology are assumed to be similar with respect to the composition

of the macro commodity. Due to constant returns to scale and competitive behaviour, the

part of the demand structure that determines the composition of the macro commodity can

be represented in dual terms by the following linearly homogeneous price functions:

Pl =

P = P(Pi, P2)

where P2 = P;(1 + 7). .11 is the world market price of fossil fuels and 1- denotes the carbon

tax corresponding to the aggregate commodity fossil fuels. The domestic price Pi of the

competing commodity is the unit cost of acquiring good 1. It is an ideal price index of the

domestic producer price Pt" and the price of the competing imports Pf. The price of the

macro commodity P is formed in an analogous way and represents an ideal price index of

the price of this competing commodity P1 and the price of fossil fuels P2. The import prices
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PI and /37 are both determined exogenously on the world market. The exchange rate is

fixed to unity and all values are measured in domestic currency.

2.2 Producer behaviour

Due to competition among a sufficiently large number of domestic firms, the price on the

domestic product is forced down to equal unit cost no matter where the commodity is sold.

The individual firms are price takers in all markets and face given time paths of wages

PL , world market interest rate r and product prices. They rent labour L, but own the

capital stock k which depreciates at a fixed rate b. Investment, J, is financed by retained

profits. The supply of labour is assumed to be fixed, normalised to unity, and the labour

market is assumed to be in equilibrium at all points of time. The production function is

linearly homogeneous and the variables should be interpreted in per capita terms. The

decision problem of the representative firm at time 0 is to choose the time paths of the

control variable per capita gross investment so that the present value of the cash flow, V,

is maximised:

,
(3) Vo =	 [t=oPiFI f (k) — PJ — P Lie'dt

co 

subject to

(4) k=J—ök

(5) k(0) = lc()

where ko is predetermined and k is backward looking. The transversality condition is given

by

(6) lim e' Pkt-+00

The necessary f.o.c. are

(7)

(8)	 pFI [f(k) kr(k)] PL

where 15 is forward looking.

2.3 Consumer behaviour

The household sector is described by a representative consumer with an infinite horizon.

The consumer's objective is to maximise total discounted utility with respect to total con-

sumption c of the macro commodity. The consumption of leisure is fixed. Tax revenues

are rebated to the consumer as lump-sum transfers, and no governmental sector is specified.

Thus, all income in the economy is recieved by the representative consumer. The consumer's
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income consists.of wages, interest on financial wealth, net cash flow from the firms and lump
sum transfers equal to the revenue from a carbon tax. The consumer's savings take the form
of lending to the rest of the world at a given rate of interest. The time path of aggregate

consumption is determined by solving the following maximisation problem:

(9)
00

m
(

ax Uo 	u(ct)e-Ptdt
c)

subject to the budget constraint:

(10) rb	 f (k) — Pc — PJ fl z

(11) lim be' 0t-+00

(12) b(0) = bo

b is net financial wealth and It is predetermined. n is lump sum transfer3 and z is ex-
ogenous petroleum revenue. p is the subjective rate of time preference. Recall that P
is determined by (1) and (2) because of the assumptions of separability in the preference

structure. Equation (11) is the transversality condition.

From the utility maximisation we have the following first order condition: .

(13)
P

where is the costate variable associated with the financial wealth accumulation equation

(10). The costate variable evolves according to

(14)	
tilc

=	 P)P
We assume the following well known specification of the utility function:

u(c)   ‘C	 )
a-c — 1 7 when o-c

u(ct) = in ct 	when a-c = 1

0.0 is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution.

From the first order conditions of intertemporal utility maximisation we get the following

simple relationship between consumption and the costate variable tt:

(15)	 c = (pP)-

3Q = r p'2(c J) where p'2 = 8P(.917'1)2) . it is standard in the representative agent framework to assume
that the agent being one of a large number of agents, is unable to infer his share of the total tax revenue.
Hence (10) with 0 treated as exogenous, is the budget constraint considered.
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2.4 Equilibrium dynamics

The dynamic stability properties of an intertemporal model of a small open economy is

discussed in numerous papers, see e.g. Sen and Turnovsky (1989). A necessary condition

for obtaining a steady state solution is r = p. From the single country's perspective this is

a "razor's edge" requirement as both the interest rate and the rate of time preference are

exogenous in the model of a small open economy. For convenience it is assumed that the

condition holds at all points in time.

The condition for equilibrium in the domestic product market is that domestic output

equals domestic and foreign demand.

(16)
	

f (k) = A(Pi, P2)14 H(P11 	)(c + k + 61c) -1- a( --p-T)
The partial derivatives of the price function are defined as aP(Pi 'P2) =	 P2) andaPi

,p1")
apH	 p6(PiI , Pig) a.s.o. By Shephard's lemma the partial derivatives equal the

commodity shares. Export demand a = a(11 I 111 ) is a decreasing function of the domestic

product price relative to the world market price. The elasticity of substitution between

domestic and foreign varieties of good 1 is assumed to be the same on the domestic market

as on the export market4 .

A reduced form of the dynamic equilibrium system is obtained by eliminating P from

equations (1) and (2). P can be replaced by the function P	 , P, P2) = p(pi(11 ,	 P2),
and we have g'H (Pli , Pf, P2 ) = p'i (pi (Pir , P2)111H(Pii , P11 ) which is the home share of

one unit of domestic absorption. We assume for simplicity that the exogenous variables PI ,
1)7 , T and å are constant through time. The dynamic system derived from (7), (16) and

(10) with the tax term S/ inserted, takes the following form5 :

1
(17.a)	 jH = h i (k, Pti)=	 [(r (5)g — 111 f(k)]

g'H

(17.b)	 k = h2 (k ,	 ;) =	
if(k) al (pg)y,

(17.c)	 rb	 f (k) — G [(pg) 47c k + sk] z

where G g'HPII g"uPir 9,12 .1'; and g = p'ipiti and g'2 p. G can be interpreted as the

price of the domestic macro commodity exclusive of the tax on fossil fuels. Equation ( 17.c)

gives the current account.

For any given /2, the variables Pill and k can be solved from equations ( 17.a) and ( 17.b),

and then b follows from equation ( 17.c). However the r6ulting accumulation of b will in

general be inconsistent with the transversality condition imposed by (11) and will eventually

explode. The complete equilibrium therefore requires a solution for tt that satisfies (11), see

4This simplifies the analysis without losing any main points.
5The arguments of the export and price functions are supressed such that g(Pill , Pf, P2) =

g, g'H (Pfi , Pf, P2) = g a.s.o. in the rest of the paper.
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hip h ik

=	 x
h2p h2k

(18)

k k —Tc

e.g. Sen and Turnovsky (1989) and Brock and Turnovsky (1993) for the same kind dynamic
structure. A special feature of this structure is the path dependency of the stationary
solution. A closed form solution of the model can therefore only be found in approximate

terms be linearising around the steady state (k, Pli) solution.

Such a linearisation of equations ( 17.a) and ( 17.b) yields

	ah, (Tc PH)	 ahi (T,,PH) The elements in the Jacobian hik =	 —, hip = ap2 a.s.o. are evaluated at steady

state and given in appendix A. Its determinant can be shown to be negative and the trace
hip + h2k = r > 0, so that there is a positive and a negative eigenvalue, < 0 and A2 > O.
Thus, the long-run equilibrium is a saddle-point. The stable solution for k is

(19) k(t) = Tc (k0 — k)eA ' t

Inserting this into the linearised form of (18) we obtain the stable solution for P.

(20) (t) =	 4. Al	 h2k  (ko 	k)e)tit
h2p

To determine the dynamics of the current account we linearise equation ( 17.c) around

steady state.

(21) b = r(b	 + (P' f'(ì) — 5G)(k0 — k)

[f(k) — (61c + (1 — ac )(119)- (7c),VR-1(Pli — Pig )

Substituting the solution of Pig from ( 20) and k from ( 19) we obtain the following differ-

ential equation in b:

(22) - rb = a(ko — Tc)eAlt — rb

where

a	 f(k) —	 -I- 	h k [
h2P	

a + Tg2'H(
gix+ 8k) +

epiand g2"H =	 Assuming that the economy starts out with an initial stock of net financial
OP

wealth, b(0) = bo , the solution to equation (22) is:

(23) b =	 a(k° k)eAlt 	[(bo -6) a(k°
— r	 —

ert

In order for the transversality condition (11) to be satisfied, the last term must vanish,

implying that:



bo —	
a(ko 

(24)
— r

The solution which is consistent with long run solvency is then given by

(25) b = 
-

b 
a(ko — 1001'

Ai — r

Equation (24) describes the equilibrium relationship between the change in the equilibrium
stock of capital and the change in the equilibrium net wealth of the economy, depending
crucially on the sign of a. Consider the expression for a. The first term PiFI f' (k) — G6
which is the increase in the net product in sector 1, is positive. In the second term 2-1̀,--712A-

h2papH
—al-, evaluated in steady state, is negative, see appendix A. The expression in the brackets
a + 1- 41.1 (c + 61c) Guccilir which summarises the increase in the export value and the

intratemporal and intertemporal substitution away from the domestic product, is positive.

Then it is possible that a is negative and the relationship between k and b is positive. With

a small price elasticity in demand, an increase in production caused by an increase in the

capital stock induces a large fall in the price of the domestic product to clear the commodity

market. The fall in the price outweighs the increase in the production such that the income

is lower. Hence, it is necessary to have a higher level of net financial wealth to outweigh
the fall in the production income. This is in contrast to a situation with prices given on
the world market. When the domestic and foreign varieties are perfect substitutes, there

is a negative relationship between k and b, see Sen and Turnovsky (1989). Although this

assumption has been relaxed in the present study, the subsequent analysis will be confined
to the case where the price elasticity is large enough to satisfy a > O.

The stationary solution of the linearised system is given by the following equations:

(26.a)

(26.b)

(26.c)

(26.d)

	

(r 6)g =	 r(k)

1	 -

	

--7-(f(k) — a) =	 51c
gH

r-6 G [(p -g) -7c + Ski — 111 f (k) — z

	- 6 — bo = 
r —

a
Ai 

(ko	 )

which determine the steady state values PI , , -6 and

3 Analysis of a carbon tax

Since the analysis is based on the assumption of perfect foresight, the transitional adjustment

is forward looking and is therefore determined in part by the expectations of the long run
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steady state. As stated in the introduction, the dimensionality of the model makes it too

complex for an analytical closed form description of the dynamics. Hence, the focus is on

the long run solution, but the dynamic path is characterised in section 3.2. The effects of

both a multilateral agreement on an international carbon tax to curb emissions of CO2 and

a unilateral tax, are studied.

3.1 Long run response

To analyse the effects of a carbon tax on the steady states values of Pi", k, c and b, we first

find the total logarithmic differentiates of the steady state solution (26.a) - (26.d) w.r.t. T,

Pi', P and z. The three latter variables are only affected in the case of an international
carbon tax. Since changes in the steady state level of consumption can be interpreted as

changes in steady state welfare, we substitute the expression for consumption c = 
(p)_C

in the steady state solution (26.a) - (26.d). P, Pig, k, a.s.o. represent the logarithmic

derivatives.

(27.a)

(27.b)

(27.c)

(27.d)

eL
—(O1 0 P	 P —k)1	 2 2	 ak

e
	(0K - 

sH
--k)k	 sm(Piff - P1) + S12 (P 

hp

2 —	 --

	Õe =	 rbb— 0(e.

—(061-c

= _
b 

a/c 
k

We have the following definitions;

„ a „

s12 	— —)1720-12 > 0, +	 < 0silf	 --(0

0 1. a- (1 — 070 ) ,	 =_

and the following expressions;

P	 -
G = -5 [01 ./91 +  +T P; + 01021	 r 122 -P1)]

bli-	 x a-- f (k),

Pl = eig 1517 + p1I, ip	 *	 7-2 = 2 + 1 + f-7
= cr,C +
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ak is the substitution elasticity between labour and capital in the production function.

OK and OL are the cost shares of capital and labour respectively. Oi , i 1,2, are the

budget shares of good 1 and fossil fuels respectively. 0-1, j = H, I, are the budget shares

of the domestic and imported variety of good 1 respectively. 0/ can be interpreted as the

economy's total import share. o-12 is the elasticity of substitution between good 1 and fossil

fuels. o-12 incorporates the substitution possibilities between fossil fuels and other non-taxed

energy commodities as hydro based electricity and between fossil fuels and other non-energy

commodities. Other energy commodities is only a small fraction of the aggregate good 1, so

the elasticity of substitution between fossil fuels and good 1 is likely to be smaller than 01H

which is the elasticity of substitution between the domestic and foreign variety of good 1 on

both the domestic market and the export market. slli summarises the substitution effects
between the domestic and foreign variety of good 1. s12 can be interpreted as the effect on

the demand for the domestic product induced by substitution between fossil fuels and good

1. s12 is positive because an increase in the price of fossil fuels redirects demand to good 1
which is partly produced domestically.

The reduced form equations for k and can be derived from (27.a), (27.b), (27.c), (27.d)

and the expressions for Ù and Pi . The derivation of the reduced form equations are given

in appendix B, and the effects on k and of changes in the exogenous variables are given

by equations (B.12) and (B.14). The effects on steady state welfare of a carbon tax are

easiest exposed by first considering a unilateral carbon tax. Then it is discussed whether an

international carbon tax modifies the results.

A unilateral carbon tax

With a unilateral carbon tax P2 = i+T > 0 and PI	 = = 0 since the economy

is small and there are no repercussions on international goods markets. The reduced form

equations (B.12) and (13.14) can now be written as

1 [	 T 
S IH	 f-	

61/
-ETTO1 ) 1 +T T1 + 7.	 S12 oi (1 Ole. 	

(28.a)

(28.b) 

+0107 ?102 	 T
-± 01 1 -I- 017 1'  

1 p
1

H_ 02	
T S12

T	 pH.±- oi

G.6	 -T. 	 a 01. _i_ T	 1	 1	 T 	 '-
611 off + T T'6 =  

Consider first equation (2$.b) which corresponds to (27.c) after substituting the equilibrium

effects on P1F , b, k and G. The effects on consumption can be divided into a general equi-

librium effect due to changes in the stock of real capital k, an income effect due to improved

terms of trade, and finally a substitution effect. The two latter effects are also identified
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in Dixit (1985) in a more general static treatment of tax policies in open economies. Since
the tax income is redistributed as lump sum transfers, all other income effects disappears.

Terms of trade is improved through higher export price, and the corresponding income effect

is represented by the term .i517T . The income effect depends positively on the import share

of fossil fuels relative to the total import share because the domestic product is used in
production of the macro good which is used as real capital. Thus, an increase in implies
a rise in P and thereby higher production costs. This is a kind of input-output effect which

is larger the smaller is the total import share in the macro good.

The other effect, which we denote the initial tax wedge effect, is the direct substitution
pH- ei

effect on consumption from an initial tax represented by the terms12-1--+eix e-- 1+-r. This effect
1

is larger the larger the substitution between good 1 and fossil fuels which is well known from

the normative theory of taxation. Furthermore, the initial tax wedge effect is increasing in

the value of production corrected for the total import share, and the ratio of the import

to the domestic budget share of good 1. The effect is modified by a large domestic budget

share of good 1.

The general equilibrium effect following a change in k are multiplied with the term 7
which summarises the impact of k on the net national income. 7 is given by

BH
v

= nL
= 1-1 	Si20 1. ak  1 + 7 ) + (P- (r + 46) G6 r A i ) k

Net national income is affected through; (i) the marginal change in net output in fixed prices

measured by ((r 6)P — 06)Tc; (ii) the change in the domestic price due to the change in

the marginal product of capital, measured by the first term in the expression for 7, (iii) the

changes in interest payments on net foreign debt, measured by 77-LY- 7 -k.
From the reduced form equation of k in the unilateral case (28.a), it is easily seen that

these substitution and income effects also affect the stock of real capital through their effects

on aggregate demand. The positive income effect following an increase in terms of trade,

represented by the term OA/ :4 implies higher demand for the macro commodity

for consumption and investment purposes. The other effects are intratemporal substitution
a/effects. The term s i23}-(1 — 01 0/ 14:r f- summarises two effects. First, an increase in the

tax rate induces substitution away from fossil fuels towards good 1. For a given import share

of good 1, domestic production and capital input must increase proportionally in order to

restore product market equilibrium. This positive effect is modified by the negative initial

tax wedge effect in consumption and investment demand represented by the last term within

the brackets. If r = 0 initially, P = O , P2 = dr and Ù= P — 02dr. Inserting for O in

(27.c) implies that the initial tax wedge effect disappears and the economy is in a first best

situation before the tax is implemented.

The last effect present is the substitution effect between domestic and foreign varieties of

good 1 represented by the term sIHrjT, which is negative. An increase in the domestic

product price following a carbon tax implies substitution away from the domestic variety

both on the domestic and export market. Due to the assumptions made about the elastic-
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ities of substitution, the term (31H02 s i201) is negative6 , such that the negative effect on
consumption and the stock of real capital is reinforced by the initial tax wedge effect.

A lower level of capital stock contributes to a fall in the domestic product price and

consumption through the general equilibrium effects. With 1- > 0, it is easily seen from
equation (28.b) that the level of consumption is decreasing in the initial tax rate. Hence, it
is not possible to recieve a welfare gain by multiple tax increases. If the initial tax rate is
large enough, the negative initial tax wedge effect will outweigh the positive income effect

from the change in terms of trade, and a further tax increase gives a welfare loss. If the

initial tax rate is sufficiently small, the positive income effect from the terms of trade change

may dominate the negative substitution effect, and welfare is higher in the new long run

equilibrium.

To analyse the welfare effect along the dynamic adjustment path implies evaluating the

welfare integral of the consumer given in equation (9), and as in Okuyama and Turnovsky
(1994) this is too complex to be done analytically.

An international carbon tax

With an international carbon tax > 0, fl < 0, P2 > 0, > 0, š < 0 and P2 > Pj. In

section 1 possible effects on the world markets of an international carbon tax are reviewed.

The increase in the domestic price of fossil fuels is smaller than in the unilateral case because

the world market price falls, but it is assumed to be larger than the increase in the price of

the foreign variety of good 1, i.e. (P2 — PI) > O. From appendix B we have the reduced

form equations.

IC
	1 [1

— — (5111 02 -I- .91201(1
— 91011 + 01
	 )) (P2	 )

7

(B.12)
P OM' (- H _02

+	 P1 a7 1-2G Pt q'
P(C- .5k) 

0
2
 P* 4- (P- 	P(z 6 10)0101. 1.31 +1+r 	2

(B.14)

1- 	611 T if) 	nw\	 n- H_02	 P(Z+81c-)a

17 A	 s12 0/ Of. 1 -1-	 — 1-1 )	 ri a 0/ r2 	1 -I- T v21 2

11	— PC6-1- 610)03.61Ifil

The intratemporal substitution effects are modified with an international carbon tax due to

the additional increase in the price of the foreign variety of good 1,	 . The substitution

6We have
8102 +snof =g(1— —6 )92, 	 g 	 f),i,2-02—a +9,

n
s1He2 +.5120f. = —v2-02

In the analysis 0 12 > cr IH by assumption, and the negative part of the intratemporal substitution effect will
dominate, independently of 02.

By assuming Ul2= 01H, we have
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away from the domestic variety of good 1 is modified due to a smaller change in the relative
price between the domestic and foreign varieties. In addition the change in the relative price
between good 1 and 2 is smaller, hence the positive substitution effect will be reduced. The
negative substitution effect of the initial tax wedge is also modified by the change in the
world market prices 11 and PI .

The increase in PI has a similar positive income effect from the terms of trade increase
as the increase in the price of fossil fuels, P2. In addition, there is a direct income effect

associated with the term IV -F ac), of changes in the import prices PI and P. Consider

first the increase in PI. The initial trade surplus i rb consists of these two income effects.
The term — 214/ PT — 15 (Z -I- gc) can be interpreted as an intertemporal income effect.
If the net financial wealth is positive, i.e. b > 0, the positive interest income finances an
import surplus in steady state. An import surplus implies that the negative income effect
—P (e ac) outweighs the positive income effect from the terms of trade gain of an import
price increase. This contributes to a lower level of real capital and consumption. Since

the tax revenue is redistributed lump sum, it is only the positive income effect from the

reduction in the world market price of fossil fuels that matters, corrected for the initial tax

level. Hence, there is an additional positive income effect from the fall in P. On the other

hand, it is assumed that this positive effect is outweighed by the direct income effect from

the petroleum revenue represented by the term which is negative with an international

carbon tax.

To summarise the effects of an international compared to a unilateral carbon tax, the

substitution effects are smaller, due to the increase in Pit and fall in P. The change in

world market prices contribute to modify the efficiency loss created by the tax rate increase.

With an initial import (export) surplus the income effect of the increase in PI is negative

(positive). The reduction in petroleum revenue is assumed to dominate the positive income

effect of lower world market price of fossil fuels, implying an additional negative effect. The

positive effect on the terms of trade is modified by the increase in the import price of good 1
and the fall in the world market price of fossil fuels. Hence, a petroleum producing economy

may be better off by implementing a unilateral compared to an international carbon tax,

due to the existence of a positive terms of trade effect. For a non-petroleum producing

economy an international tax is preferred.

Table 3.1. summarises the substitution and income effects, both direct and general equi-

librium effects, of permanent changes in the exogenous variables PI, P , T and z, on the

steady state values of k, P1", c and b. In the unilateral case only T is changing, and the

effects present are the substitution effects and the income effect from the terms of trade

gain of a corresponding change in P2. With an international carbon tax we also have the

substitution and income effects following the changes in PI, Fl and z.
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Table 3.1. Steady-state effects of increases in PI,	 T and z
Substitution

effects
Income effect

Pliir
Income effect2

--.15(a + (5k).
Direct petroleum

revenue effect 2

P2 > 0 1 Pf > 0 2 P2 > 0 1 , Pt > 0 2 /35' > 0 , PI > 0 .i. > 0
Capital, k - -I- 	 ' -I- - +
Domestic product
price, Pt - -I- + - -F
Consumption, c - -I- -I- - -1-
Net foreign wealth, b -I- - - -F -
1.
2. Only present with an international carbon tax.

3.2 Transitional dynamics •

Consider the transitional dynamics following the implementation of a carbon tax. The

dynamic adjustments of Pt/ and k can be described by a phase diagram of the dynamic

system ( 17.a) and ( 17.b), see Figure 3.2.a and 3.2.b. In section 2 it was shown that the

dynamic system ( 17.a) and ( 17.b) has the property of saddle-point stability, irrespective

of the real value of the marginal utility tt. We denote the loci generated by setting PP- = 0
in ( 17.a) and k = 0 in ( 17.b) as locus A and B respectively. The slope of these two loci are

based on the steady state values of the derivatives which enter the dynamic system. This

permits the use of (27.a)-(27.d) when deriving the analytical expressions for the slope of the

loci. Equation (27.a) gives the slope of the relationship between PP and k for locus A in

the neighbourhood of steady state. It is easily seen that locus A is upward sloping in the
p1Ii , k-diagram, and the elasticity of PI/ w.r.t. k increases with the ratio between the cost

share of labour and the elasticity of factor substitution, and decreases with the total import

share.

Inserting equations (27.c) and (27.d) into equation (27.b) and using that

gives the slope of locus B.

= (sill — S 1 2 8  + oH —)P1 H
a

12	 1 1 	 + s12( 
	T 	)60- 10H	 jja

\ 1 + Te/ 1. Å 1

P	 a P
fy	 i+T2101 61 1- PI + 	+ 791)(A 8111) eiefi	

l	

(1(29)	 +s12( 	

where

P	 ra
K* 0k(1 — 010f1

G
) 

G(8 r)(r — Ai) 
>

Locus B is downward sloping in the Pi', k-diagram if the negative term sm -- s120i1 +01011 is
not outweighed by the positive tax term si2(7001. 7 The absolute value of the elasticity

of PP' w.r.t. k is larger the larger is the marginal elasticity of capital measured by the

cost share of capital (in the neighbourhood of steady state), but the locus will be closer

7It can be shown that sill — S129 	0197 < 0 if 0 12 > 1 and ani = (712. Hence, if (7/H > (712 as is
assumed in the analysis, sni — 8120f1 + eie: is negative.
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to horizontal the larger are the intratemporal substitution possibilities represented by the
terms sm and s12. The initial tax wedge contributes to a steeper slope (as long as the
slope is negative), i.e. the larger the initial inefficiency, the larger is the necessary fall in the

domestic product price to induce a given increase in the stock of capital. On the other hand,
if the initial tax wedge is large enough, this effect together with the positive terms of trade

effect represented by the term 01 0-7, may outweigh the negative intratemporal substitution

terms, and the slope of locus B become positive. The stability properties though ensure

that the slope will be less steep than the slope of locus A. If the slope is positive the locus

will be closer to horizontal the larger the initial tax wedge.

From equation (27.a) it is easily seen that an increase in the import prices following a
unilateral or an international carbon tax induces a positive shift in locus A for a given level
of k. The shift in locus B is positive or negative depending partly on whether the carbon tax

is unilateral or international. With a unilateral carbon tax P2 = and PI = P = = O.
Inserting this into equation (29) gives

1 
(30) A OH -4- 0 OH )P11 4- S

1 + rOd
elPil + 812(= (S1H - -12-1	 1 1 - 1	 - 1 2 	  1 1	 1+ o ) P2

For a given level of k locus B will have a positive shift with a unilateral carbon tax.

However, the existence of an initial tax contributes to reduce the positive shift in locus B.
The effects of a unilateral carbon tax are illustrated in figure 3.2.a.

With an international carbon tax P; < 0, > 0, P2 > O	 > 0 and š < O. The shift in

locus B is positive (negative) if the positive substitution and income effects represented by

the terms

P  02
N—sIH	 si2( 	 )(P2 01-131) ( 1 	-) -	 P;1 + 701 	G 1 T

are larger (smaller) than the negative income effects represented by the terms

P
01 0

H
1 	 (1— --a ) Ole PIGG

A negative shift in locus B is illustrated in figure 3.2.b. In both figure 3.2.a and 3.2.h, PP
is higher and k is lower in the new steady state situation.

Consider an anticipated implementation of a unilateral carbon tax, see figure 3.2.a.
Assume that the implementation of the carbon tax is announced at time t o to take place at

time t1 in the future. At time to the economy is in the steady state solution S. ko is given at

to and Pill must jump upwards to offset the higher demand for capital due to expectations

of future capital gains. The adjustment path is one that follows the dynamics dictated by

the arrows around S until the import prices actually change. The initial jump in P is

followed by a reduction in Pt , and the negative capital gains imply higher return to capital

such that the demand for capital increases along the adjustment 'path from C1 to C2. At

the moment the tax rate changes, the adjustment path has to hit the saddle path leading

17



to the new steady state S. Such a path is shown by SC1 C2S* in figure 3.2.a. Along the

saddle path positive capital gains imply lower return to capital such that the demand for k
falls and Pig increases until the new steady state solution is obtained. Note that some kind

of overshooting both in the stock of real capital and the domestic product price, may occur

before the economy hits the new saddle path.
Figure 3.2.b illustrates the implementation of an international carbon tax when the

negative income effects dominate. The tax is announced at to to take place at t 1 . The fall in

consumption demand is so large that it outweighs the higher investment demand for capital

and induces a fall in the demand for k at to . Hence at to , PI/ must fall to offset the lower

demand. The initial fall in Piff is followed by an increase in PI/. At time t 1 the adjustment

path hits the new saddle path at C2 leading to S. As in figure 3.2.a, positive capital gains

imply lower return to capital such that the demand for k falls and Pr increases both along

the adjustment path Ci C2 , and along the new saddle path. In contrast to the situation
illustrated in figure 3.2.a, there is no overshooting in the stock of capital.

The consumer has perfect foresight and sees through the new path and steady state

solution. Therefore the new level of II consistent with any announced changes at to , is

implemented at to.

If the carbon tax is unanticipated, i.e. it is announced at time t o to take place at

to , the economy will immediately jump to S1 on the new stable path in figures 3.2.a and

3.2.b respectively. It will then move along this path until the new steady state solution is

reached. The necessary price jump is larger and the change (reduction) in the capital stock

is monotonic.
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B*

A*

A*

B*

Figure 3.2.a. Dynamic effects of a unilateral8 carbon tax. 9

P H •1

k

8The figure can also illustrate the implementation of an international carbon tax with the positive
substitution and income effects dominating.

90nly a small area around the steady state is considered, such that all the steady state relationships are
in effect in the figure.
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A*

Figure 3.2.b. Dynamic effects of an international carbon tax. 10

Negative income effects dominate.

"Only a small area around the steady state is considered, such that all the steady state relationships are
in effect in the figure.
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4 Concluding remarks

This paper has analysed the effects of a carbon tax on a small open, petroleum producing
economy. The model has differentiated products and is based on intertemporal optimisa-
tion. The long run effects on welfare and capital accumulation of both a unilateral and an
international carbon tax are emphasised. It is shown that the steady state welfare effect of
a carbon tax can be positive or negative, depending on substitution effects which create ef-
ficiency losses, and income effects from changes in terms of trade. The presence of an initial

tax wedge implies that there is an ambiguous relationship between the tax level and steady
state welfare. This is a common result in tax models with endogenous domestic prices; the
terms of trade effect is of first order whereas the loss due to substitution is of second order.

In the unilateral case it is only the negative substitution effects from the increase in the
price of fossil fuels and the positive income effect from the terms of trade improvement,
which are present. Other income effects vanish since the tax revenue is redistributed lump

sum. The positive terms of trade effect may give room for a welfare improvement even

though the total effect on the stock of real capital should be negative. But, the welfare

effect is negative if the initial tax rate is large enough, having created a large initial tax
wedge. The presence of an initial tax wedge implies that it is not possible for the government
to recieve a welfare gain by multiple increases in the tax rate, even though it has positive

terms of trade effects. This is independent of whether it is a unilateral or an international

carbon tax. With an international carbon tax the effects on the terms of trade are smaller,

or may be negative, for a petroleum producing economy. Hence, the income effects of the

price changes may be negative. A lower level of petroleum revenue will furthermore reduce

the stock of real capital and welfare, compared to the unilateral case. On the other hand,

the substitution effects are smaller because the change in the relative price between the

price of fossil fuels and the imported variety of good 1 is smaller. Both the reduction in the
petroleum revenue and the smaller terms of trade gain imply that for a petroleum producing

economy an international carbon tax may be less beneficial than a unilateral carbon tax.

The analysis is based on many restrictive assumptions. The effects of the petroleum

sector on the economy is not explicitly modelled, but implemented through exogenous as-

sumptions. Furthermore, the analysis has focused on the long run although the dynamic

path of the economy is characterised. But the dimensionality of the model makes it too

complex for an analytical closed form description of the dynamics.
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hip + h2k 
= 2

(—hip — h2k) 2 D1 1/2
4

(A.6)

Appendix A

For the elements of the Jacobian we have in steady state: 11

1=	 6)(	 — 1) < 0

h ik = (PP)2POR f"(k) >

\ a	 c 611(cri-H) -p- 

h2p =
0 OH • pill 1 1	 119 OH OH

c
	)(1202 + 0'/H7 -/ ) >

1
(A.4) h2k = 

r
H	 oiefi — 1) >o,o

The determinant of the linearised system can be written:

(A.5) D = hiph2k — hikh2p < 0

The negative eigenvalue which corresponds to the stable solution is:

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

"See Bye and Holmoy (1992) for further discussion of the elements of the Jacobi matrix
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Appendix B

In deriving the reduced form equations for k and 6, the following expressions are exten-
sively used.

= 01 97 :if

ok = P (r 5)Tc

01.0f1

	

)	
-

(ë	
-

	

:	
+81 )

Pig P

74+ = p(+ 8)_ pHš

Combining (B.3) and (B.4) gives

(B.5)	 (01- —	 — 1 007 (rb 	 + 2.) 

The logarithmic differentiates of G and P are given by

(B.6)

(B.7)

= —P [011)1+ 	 P*
1
	+ 01 02 	 a

G	 + 7- 2

Pl = of' Piff of.P1

P2 P1 )1
To find the reduced form equation of k, (27.d) substitutes b in (27.c) and (27.c) substitutes

in (27.b). Using (B.1) and (B.3), (27.b) can then be written as

(B.8)

(9k -I- Ole Pk 	ra 

01511x r
P)k =	 + si2(P2 Pi)

-(1	 + 0 91H -P
G P11-

Inserting for Õ in (B.8) and reorganizing gives

(911 + 007(
P/c 	ra

( r _ A1 = sll(f — PI) s12(P2 — P1)

(B.9)

A) + oi o7

02 + 	 AK)1 + 7
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Inserting for PP from (27.a) and Pi from (B.7), and moving all the expressions with k over
to the left hand side, we get

1y	 I	 0.702 
F(91qPii °2P2	 P11.	 S12(P2 (FP' + el. P2))

n 	 P	 of	 e2 	H P	 -	 -

	

—812u1 _4_ 7. 6-	 ( 0/ Pi -E 60- P2)) -I- OA Ni(0101 Pi 02P2)

(B.10)

where

K
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a P  02 
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°Mira
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In deriving K (B.2) is used.

Reorganizing (B.10), using (B.3), (B.4) and (B.5), and

gives

02
1—

O
1
HO	 ei

— 2 =
oil

P T

-5 1+T 	 1+701

ivii i	k . —
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Reorganizing (B.11) using (B.3), gives the reduced form equation for k.

k

(B.12)

[

i
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The reduced form equation for is found by inserting (27.a) and (27.d) into (27.c), together

with (B.6) and (B.7).

\	 /Ai 15I	 kiHn t
1

■P	pcé - bk)--07kui r i 	v2-L 2GEè" =	 + 0/ 0-1 191-Pi v2 2/

(B.13)

where
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Reorganizing (B.13) using (B.3) and (B.4), gives the reduced form equation for 6.

6 =	
,,,,/,	 a -. i	 i 	 ( p	 D.T\ 1 Dn :,-	 D

)5H .- °I	 7 	,,	 „	 ..... _ 02 „	 p(z -1- sk)  o2p;

	

Ga.[, --- 4-712 0/ of. i + T v. 2	 -ul ) -7- -ui 41 0/ 1 2

1

(B.14)	 -F(Pli-el- — -15 ( -6 + 61c))o lef1l +
oi

Both K and 1, are assumed to be positive12 .
The reduced form expression for PI/ follows from (27.a) and (B.12), and the reduced

form for b follows from (27.d) and (B.12).

12ff r = O , it can be shown that the term 9r(s12 —	 sui in n is positive if 0.1201 + crill-Of > 1. The
elasticities of substitution are assumed to be large enough to satisfy this requirement. This is consistent
with the assumption that the demand elasticities should be large enough to ensure a > 0, which is sufficient
for n to be positive.
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